U.S.S. Hayden NCC-73898
Stardate 10502.16

Mission # 287

Staring:
Cory Friess		as	Captain Prudence Davis-Patterson, Commanding Officer
Karriaunna Scotti 	as	Lieutenant Sin’ajéídishjool So’tsoh, Chief Science Officer
Cantay Ozkan		as	Lieutenant Verradi, Operations Officer
Jason Rehberg		as	Ensign Jay Davidson, Chief Engineering Officer
Kyle Cordek 		as	Ensign Susan Ivanova, Chief Tactical Officer

Guest Staring:
Gilles Leger		as	Captain S’var, USS Sagarica Commanding Officer
Amber Haynes		as	Ensign Volta, Tactical Officer
Lynda Anderson	as	Ensign Paintjob, Flight Control Officer

Host Gilles says:
The Hayden is ordered to conduct the delegation from Talaris VII to a rendezvous with the USS Sagarica in the Jolor system, there to host negotiations between the Talarisi and Koldaji delegations for mineral rights in the Jolor system.  Each day the negotiations will alternate between the Tiber and the Sagarica, beginning with the Tiber.

Host Gilles says:
These negotiations are critical, as both sides are even now preparing for war over the Jolor system.  They have agreed to this last conference to try and hammer out an agreement for peaceful division of resources.

Host Gilles says:
These negotiations are critical, as both sides are even now preparing for war over the Jolor system.  They have agreed to this last conference to try and hammer out an agreement for peaceful division of resources.

Host Gilles says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission - The Conference >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::Sitting in the central chair in the command ring with a look of content on her face:: FCO: What is our ETA, Ensign?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::At Tactical one handing out final assignments::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: In astrometrics looking over star charts of the Jolor system.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::sitting as his station busying himself with work that he knows is of only marginal relevance. But he does it anyway.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::looking over weaponry of system::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::enters astrometrics:: CSO: Afternoon Ma'am

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Arrives on the bridge from her break and takes the ALT Tac console.::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
::Looks up::  CEO:  Is it afternoon already?

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CO: ETA is about 15 minutes.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::stands behind her:: CSO: Yeap ::has hands behind his back::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She nods:: FCO: Thank you, Ensign. ::She taps her Combadge:: *CSO*: Patterson to So'tosh.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain want me with you when you great the diplomats?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
*CO*:  So'tsoh here ma'am.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Lackadaisically taps the buttons on his console, now thinking back to that Ferengi from last night. One of the few good memories he has left in his skull, that one is.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::gets that annoyed look on his face then back to normal::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
::Glances over at the chronometer, noting the time.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CSO*: Have you uncovered any relevant information on the feud or the system? ::She looks towards the CTO for a moment:: CTO: I will determine that once we reach that point.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::does scan of ships in the area::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Can't help but chuckle to himself at the memory of that Ferengi throwing the tray at the Nausicaans. He's not sure why it was so funny, really--perhaps a good bit of it has to do with the considerable lack of entertainment for this half-kitty for a good long while::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
*CO*:  The system is uninhabited, but it appears to be rich in minerals.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Looks for any signs of non-federation activity in the area.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CSO*: This fight is strictly over these minerals? Are these minerals on various planets or just one in general?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain one ship in orbit over Jolor 3.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::leans against the console waiting and keeping quiet::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: USS Sagarica captain.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: I hear this system has latinum and dilitithium captain.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: Understood, Ensign. ::She looks towards Lieutenant Verradi:: OPS: Lieutenant, once we are in hailing range, hail the Sagarica.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
*CO*:  With latinum and dilithium as the prize...  I have not found anything else.  The system is not even habitable.  The one real planet is in an asteroid belt.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain I am going to launch a probe toward the asteroid belt as sensors are blinded or maybe shuttle would be better.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Is broken from his gleeful trance by the series of declarations by the CTO and the CO's order. Nodding and straightening up, he acknowledges the CO's order:: CO: Yes ma'am.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: Ensign, you will not launch a probe without my permission. ::She looks towards her:: CTO: Elaborate on our sensors are blinded if you could, Ensign.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Looks over at Jay.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Asteroid belt is causing a blind spot.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::smiles back at Sin::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: I am just making sure we have all security options with us a shuttle could also do.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CSO*: Thank you, Lieutenant. If you could, please report to the Bridge and take your station. I would like to have you at sensors.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
::making slight course correction::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: Could we utilize a modified emitter from the deflector to enhance our sensors?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Noting now that they have recently entered hailing range, he goes ahead and hails the USS Sagarica.:: CO: Hailing the Sagarica, Captain.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CSO:Sin...can I talk to you for a quick second?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
*CO*:  Aye captain.  So'tsoh out.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: We could use it like a mirror and reflect things back and forth.'

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Understood, Lieutenant. Inform me once we receive a response.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CEO:  It will have to be quick.  My quiet time has come to an end.  ::Begins to shut down astrometrics.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: To increase strength.

Host Capt_S`var says:
@ COM:Hayden: This is the Sagarica Captain S'var commanding.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Nods:: CO: There it is. On screen now. ::Puts the fellow on screen.::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: ::In a low steady voice.::  That may be best considering this area is already excited.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::presents the rose:: CSO: Here...just as a thank you for last night. It was nice to get out of engineering for the night.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: Agreed.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: Shall I make the modification?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: Yes, Ensign.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Thank you, Lieutenant. ::She looks towards the screen:: COM: Sagarica: This is Captain Davis-Patterson of the USS Hayden. We have been ordered to meet you at this location for the same purpose it seems, Captain.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: The light signaling everything was shut down, she turns to look at Jay, seeing a white rose::  CEO:  Thank you Jay.  I very much appreciated your company last night.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CSO: The honor was all mine Sin...the honor was mine.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
CSO: You better get going...we'll talk later.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Nods::  CEO:  Thank you.  With the rose in hand, slips out of astrometrics and heads for the nearest turbolift.

Host Capt_S`var says:
@ ::nods:: COM:Hayden: I requested your assistance Captain... seems the delegates are.....  full of enthusiasm and require more supervision. I would prefer the parties to be separated until the formal meetings begin.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
*CEO*: Chief Davidson.  I will be slightly modifying the deflector emitter to enhance our sensor scans and readings.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::stands against the bulkhead outside the door and smiles as she leaves and then make his way to Engineering::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: As the doors close...::  Computer, bridge.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She nods a bit:: COM: Sagarica: That would be fine, Captain. How many delegates should the Hayden accommodate for?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
*TO*:Meet me in Deflector Control and I'll give you a hand.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Returns to his old work while keeping half an eye on the communication lines::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: As the lift, she steps off onto the bridge and is shortly before her console, logging in.::

Host Capt_S`var says:
@ COM:Hayden: With your permission we would like to transport the complete Koldaji delegation; a group of 3.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Makes the necessary programming notations in the computer system.:: *CEO*: They can be done remotely from here Ensign.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Pulls up sensors and scans through them.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain I suggest quarters with windows.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
COM: Sagarica: Permission granted, Captain. Is there anything special the Koldaji will require with regards to Quarter assignments?

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::arrives in Deflector Control::*TO*:It can be.....But I would prefer it's done at the source Ensign.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Glances back at the opening of the turbolift doors and sees the CSO--usually he doesn't look back, but he always seems to notice when she walks in; perhaps it's her scent. Either way, he's quite puzzled by the possession of a rose, and suddenly all sorts of strange thoughts go through his head.::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::A sigh can almost be heard through the comm.:: *CEO*: As you wish Chief.  The programming instructions have been set.  All you need to do is initiate them at manual.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She looks towards Lieutenant Verradi, hoping that he is ready to make any changes that the delegates may require::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: The rose still in hand she looks at something unexpected and pulls up previous surveys of the area.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
*TO*:Thank you Ensign...it's just that I have a certain way I do things aboard. That's all… nothing personal.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: My empathic abilities might be slightly useful.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::recives the modifications and beings inputting them into the control systems::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: We will not need to use them at the moment, Ensign. However, I will make a note of it if the time does come. ::She awaits the Captain's response::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::The very idea that the rose could be for him makes him shudder. Considerably. Only with a bit more exercising of his will (a constant activity for him) can he keep himself from having his mind blow like a powder keg. But what else could it be--could she have gotten it from someone else? ...Disturbingly enough, such a thought makes him angry.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
*TO*:There you go ensign...Modifications done.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::chuckles at the idea of Verradi being diplomatic::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Discovering it was in the initial surveys, is curious that it was not investigated.  Unconsciously taps the rose against her chin.::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
*CEO*: No need to explain yourself Chief.  Your preferences are acceptable.  I choose the most logical and efficient manner.  You as an engineer Ensign need the hands on part of that where as I do not.  Please notify me when the modifications are complete we are pending those scans of further out.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Looks back again and winces at seeing the rose getting tapped against the CSO's chin. Somehow, for some absolutely unfathomable reason, he had to brutally destroy whoever it was that gave that rose to her.::

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
*TO*:There ready now.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::feels a bit down noticing the rose::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
Captain: There is a blind spot in the system that has not been explored.

Host Capt_S`var says:
@ COM:Hayden: I recommend simply that we keep the delegations apart until tomorrow for their formal meeting together. They require.... time to calm down in my opinion.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: We are working on the problem.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::exits the Deflector Control and heads for his office::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: Ensign Volta is configuring the emitters.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Lieutenant, be prepared to make any special modifications that are needed once our delegates do come aboard. ::She looks towards the viewscreen as the Captain speaks:: COM: Sagarica: Understood, Captain. I will contact you when we are ready to receive them. It should be in a few moments.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
*CEO*: Acknowledged.  CTO/CO: Modified sensors coming online now. ::Nods to the CTO to check them.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Pauses and retracts that in his mind. Destroy?  That was too much, was it not? Why does he care at all? No no. He must care--he knows he must. But destruction is a bit excessive, yes. Meanwhile the Captain spoke to him and somehow he caught it all.:: CO: Yes ma'am.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CSO: Is there a reason it has not been explored, Lieutenant?

Host Capt_S`var says:
@ COM:Hayden: Understood, Sagarica out.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
::does a scan of the area::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CO:  None.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: Shall we prepare separate security details for each delegation and brief them on the culture and customs, etc.?

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Prepares some nice, special quarters on deck 3. Or rather, has them allocated. They came pre-prepared.:: CO: I have three standard ambassadorial quarters prepared on deck three.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
OPS: Lieutenant, have three VIP Quarters prepared for our guests. ::She pauses for a moment:: CSO: Launch a probe and send it to that location. I do not want to risk the welfare of our guests.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CO:  Nor am I one that likes things left to surprises.  If we have the time, I would like to check up on it.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: Yes I am going to assign CPO Vellares and PO Bristale to some teams.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::enters engineering and checks engines status::*CO*:Captain this is Davidson...I'm still overhauling the engines. Please restrict speed to warp 6 or lower

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Nods and pulls up her list of probes.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO:  Captain one of us could do a flyby in aerowing to be sure

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
CO: Yes. They would serve as VIP quarters as well.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: We still get no additional readings do to the modifications.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She nods to OPS:: OPS: Understood, Lieutenant. ::She raises an eyebrow:: *CEO*: We are not exceeding that speed seeing that we are nearing our destination, Ensign.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CO: We are 5 Minutes out.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: A probe is being launched, Ensign. That may do the trick.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
*CO*:I realize that ma'am but i am just informing you and keeping you apprised. Engineering Out.

Host Capt_S`var says:
ACTION: The probe readings stop as it enters the asteroid belt.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: Perhaps it would be in the best interests of safety and security for all if the delegations were housed on separate decks.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
TO: It is already being taken care of by Verradi.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Watching the telemetry from the probe, frowns as it suddenly stops as it enters the system.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Nods with satisfaction and turns back towards his station. And then he remembers that he probably has to go down and meet the team when they are transported. And so he sighs, so he sighs. The rose's presence doesn't help.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain it might be best if we are losing probes to get a shuttle closer.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She stands up:: CSO: Lieutenant, you have the Bridge. I would like to personally meet our guests. OPS: Lieutenant, you are with me.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CO:  Sorry ma'am.  It is not to be so simple.  I have lost the probe telemetry.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Knew it.:: CO: Yes ma'am. ::He puts a smile on his face--and it looks awful--as he walks towards the TL, making sure to ignore the CSO's existence as he does so::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She sighs a bit:: CSO: See if you can boost the signal some way in order to gain our readings back. If you cannot, once our guests are aboard we will set a course for the area.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
CTO: Is it not procedure to have security accompany the CO to welcoming guests aboard?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CO:  Acknowledged.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CO: Captain do you need security?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
CTO: If you would like to send one of you Junior Officers that would be fine, Ensign. ::She enters the Turbo Lift::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
*TO*: Volta I am assigning you to the guest.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Walks into the turbolift as well::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Her hands dance over the console as she prepares another probe, increasing its signal strength in exchange for its distance as it need not go far.::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Takes her phaser and holsters it on her side then enters the TL with the CO and nods to her.:: CO: Captain.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: I was wondering about a shuttle launch to be on the safe side.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Sensor data from probes could be fooled.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She orders the Turbo Lift to the proper deck:: OPS: I would like you to make sure that our guests are as comfortable as possible, Lieutenant. Their wellbeing is being charged to you. ::She nods to the TO::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Comms the assigned security details and notifies them of the boarding guests impending arrival.::

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
*CO*: Sir we have arrived at our destination coordinates.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Nods--as though he didn't already have -enough- to do. Well. Actually, he -did- have enough. But that's beside the point. His voice, of course, is neutral:: CO: Yes ma'am.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  There is the advantage that if we do that, the delegates will be 'safer'.  The other side of the coin, if you will, is that if we use a shuttle and lose contact, we will not know what has happened.  ::Launches the probe.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She taps her Combadge:: *FCO*: Bring us to a stop then, Ensign. Until I am back on the Bridge please report to Lieutenant So'tosh.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: I can have a probe launch from the shuttle.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
*CO*: Understood coming to full stop.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  Sending a probe from the shuttle is not a problem.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
OPS: CPO Vellares and PO Bristale are heading the delegations security details.  They will be at their disposal to you and their staff in accordance with policy and procedures.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Ship is now answering full stop.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Send a probe back to the Hayden

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She can tell that Verradi is not yet comfortable with his feelings at the moment so she decides not to press any more issues. The Turbo Lift stops and the doors open. She walks out towards the Transporter Room::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO:  Thank you.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::sits down at his desk and leans back in his seat sipping on a cup of coffee::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
TO: Acknowledged, ensign. ::Nods absently and follows the CO out::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Runs another scan of the area while waiting for telemetry from the probe.::

Host Capt_S`var says:
ACTION: The probe does not answer commands to return.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She reaches the Transporter Room with her small group and stands:: Transporter Chief: Are our guests ready for transport?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Are there any EMP readings in that area?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Strong ones ma'am?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  Looks like sending probes is a waste of resources, unless we can reclaim them.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Follows closely just behind the CO and to the side slightly.::

Host Capt_S`var says:
<TRChief> CO: Aye Sir... I have a green light.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Stands behind and a bit to the right of the CO::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
Transporter Chief: Energize. ::She straightens her posture and looks straight towards the Transporter Pads::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: That could cause interference with electrical signals.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Scans the general area.::  CTO:  Possible...

Host Capt_S`var says:
ACTION: 3 large beings approx 7" each are arguing as they materialize. Humanoid in appearance they have nose ridges similar to Bajorans but slightly different.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO:  What would be our ETA to the coordinates I am sending you:  ::Taps a few buttons to send.::

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She takes a step forward:: Delegates: Welcome aboard the USS Hayden.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Steps toward the transporter PADD ready to assist in breaking them up, just as the security details arrive.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: could a beam in that area disrupt to get some data?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  I am reading nothing... nothing of note in the general area that I can scan or further from it.  It could be a mineral source.  Which might be another reason the system is being contended over.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: 12 minutes to the belt.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: You can do a xyz coordinate lock in the transporters.

Host Pltr says:
Flof: I TELL YOU... they were LYING !  

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Stays a little behind since the two females are apparently intent on stepping forward::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO:  Unless something changes, prepare to set course for that area.

Host Pltr says:
<Flof> Pltr: But I BELIEVE THEM you idiot !

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: I just don’t see the logic of keeping diplomats on the ship when we go to that area.

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Makes a mental note for logical reasoning later about the cause of disputes between other races when those of the same race can not get along.::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Laying the rose on the console, turns to Susan::  CTO:  xyz lock on what?

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Understood sir.  Plotting course now.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She raises an eyebrow:: Delegates: Gentlemen, Gentlemen, I believe time for discussion is later. ::She looks towards them::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Clears her throat.::

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Just do a lock off something in a area.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  It is not a matter of choice, they are here.  Whoever did the initial survey, should have checked it out to begin with.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Course Plotted sir.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: Would phaser fire disrupt the area to allow  a scan??

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  You are suggesting I try to beam something from that area aboard?  It is a very large area.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CTO: Just something small then.

Host Pltr says:
::exhales:: Flof: Perhaps you are right.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO:  Thank you.  Question... what are the navigation sensors reading of that area?

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Checking sir.

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  And if there is something of import there and we fire upon it, destroying it?

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Navigational sensors are not reading anything in that area.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: We can set very low energy output.

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
FCO: Not even any neutrinos like from a cloaking device?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
::She tries yet again:: Delegates: Welcome to the USS Hayden. I am Captain Prudence Davis-Patterson, Commanding Officer of this vessel. This is Lieutenant Verradi, Chief of Operations. ::She motions to him:: Delegates: And you are?

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Motions for Pltr and Flof to come off the transporter padd down to the Captain's location.:: Pltr/Flof: Is there anyone else from your delegation that we should expect?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO:  So nothing all around. Interesting.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Straightens as much as possible with that smile on when he is mentioned::

Host Pltr says:
Pltr: I am Pltr... this is Flof... and Hgrl ::points to the other two::

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: Yes sir.  Perhaps what ever it is you are looking for is cloaked in some fashion?

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  I am setting up a continuous scan for neutrinos, however, as you know, that is more difficult to find.

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
Pltr: It is a pleasure to meet you three. ::She looks over them for a moment:: Pltr: Lieutenant Verradi has assigned each of you luxury Quarters during your stay aboard the Hayden. He will show you to them and meet any of your needs.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Inclines his head in an appropriate manner::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
FCO/CTO:  I wonder...  ::Pulls up the area and puts it on the main screen, magnifying it.::

Host Pltr says:
CO: Whatever... at least it's away from THEM... we'll need a conference room to discuss among ourselves before tomorrow.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
Pltr: Would the observation lounge meet your needs?

CTO_Ens_Ivanova says:
CSO: What if the blindspot is just a computer error?

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
Pltr: Lieutenant Verradi will arrange that for you. ::She nods a bit:: Delegates: If you would please follow these two you will be shown to your Quarters.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::gets up and replicates another cup of coffee::

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Nods for CPO Vellares and his detail to accompany the delegation.::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
:: Looks at the area.::  FCO/CTO:  So, asteroids... nothing but asteroids.  At least at this distance.

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Waits for the delegates to acknowledge his presence and then invites them to walk out of the room after him and into the turbolift::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
*CO*:  We will need to check the area out when you are read.

FCO_Ens_Paintjob says:
CSO: So far sir they appear to be just asteroids.

CEO_Ens_Davidson says:
::enters engineering and takes a sip of his coffee watching the swirling blue color of the the warp core::

Host Pltr says:
ACTION: The delegates continue to argue as they follow Verradi in their own language going so fast the universal translator picks up words here and there "idiot, ours, theirs"

CO_Capt_Davis-Patterson says:
*CSO*: What have you discovered, Lieutenant? ::She steps away from the group as OPS begins to take hold of them::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
CTO:  I will run a diagnostics to check

TO_Ens_Volta says:
::Stays behind with the CO, looking at her quizzically.::

OPS_Lt_Verradi says:
::Has hopes that these fellows just might be as funny as the Ferengi. We shall see.::

CSO_SoTsoh says:
      *CO*:  Visually, it is an area of asteroids.  Telemetry... nothing.  The probes are not sending.

Host Pltr says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>>>>>>>>
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